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BAR BAG

Our #carryeverything rackless bar bag connects securely to your handle bars for bike packing, touring or commuting. With 

no mounts or screws, the bag attaches in seconds to any bike. The holster fits up to a 14 litre dry bag and is secured with a 

patented magnetic buckle that’s easy to adjust, even whilst wearing gloves. Your stuff is held securely, even at speed. Contains 

a magnetic pin system for add-on food pouch.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Lining: PU Coated Nylon   Webbing: Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size 14L Double Roll Dry Bag - H56cm x D18cm

Weight 550g

Product 

Codes

Bar Bag - RS_BB1_STD_BLK

22cm holster width 14L Drybag can be 
packed to limit of clearance

Minimum of 38mm bar width

Minimum of 20mm 
clearance between 
bars and front tyre

18cm 
diameter



SADDLE BAG

Part of the #carryeverything range, our rackless saddle bag connects securely to your seatpost for bike packing, touring or 

commuting. With no mounts or screws, the bag attaches in seconds to any bike. The bag is hardcase for easy loading and is 

fastened with reflective military paracord and reinforced eyelets. Made from 1000D military-grade cordura and with nylon 

webbing for extra strength, this product is made to last.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Lining: PU Coated Nylon   Webbing: Nylon

Size 8L - H46cm x D15cm 14L - H56cm x D18cm

Weight 8L - 490g 14L - 640g

Product 

Codes

8L Black - RS_SB2_SML_BLK 8L   Orange - RS_SBH_SML_ORG
14L Black - RS_SBH_LRG_BLK 14L   Orange - RS_SBH_LRG_ORG

10cm minimum for 
both the large and 
small20cm clearance for 

large 15cm clearance 
for small



SADDLE PACK

Part of the #carryeverything range, our rackless saddle pack connects securely to your seat post for bike packing, touring 

or commuting. With no mounts or screws, the bag attaches in seconds to any bike. Our super lightweight 4-litre waterproof 

saddle pack is made from VX21. Nylon-lined and with taped seams, it has a roll top closure, offering tough protection against 

the elements. Its patented magnetic fittings and unique magnetic compression strap mean it’s easy to fit. Large enough for 

tools, a jacket and food, it’s perfect for day rides or lightweight bike packing. Hand-made in the UK, the Restrap saddle pack 

fits any bike and is ideal for road, gravel or mountain bikes.

Materials Body: VX21   Lining: PU Coated Nylon   Webbing: Nylon

Size Unrolled - L31cm x H13cm x D7-13cm (Tapered)

Rolled - L22cm x H13cm x D7-17cm (Tapered)

Weight 160g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_SB3_SML_BLK

10cm minimum

15cm clearance



FRAME BAG

The #carryeverything frame bags allow you to easily increase the load you carry for comfortable bike packing and touring. 

With no mounts or screws, the bags come in three different sizes to suit any frame. With fully waterproof zips, a 1000D cordura 

outer and VX21 fabrics, all our frame bags will keep your things safe and dry in the worst weathers. Inner mesh pockets keep 

you organised whilst on the road and the medium and large bags contain an additional document pocket. An extra cable slot is 

provided for dynamo cabling.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material, VX21

Lining: PU Coated Nylon   Webbing: Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size Small: 2.5L - L30cm x H15cm x D6cm   Medium: 3.5L - L40cm x H15cm x D6cm

Large: 4.5L - L50cm x H15cm x D6cm

Weight Small: 150g Medium: 190g Large: 240g

Product 

Codes

Small - RS_FBG_SML_BLK
Medium - RS_FBG_MED_BLK
Large - - RS_FBG_LRG_BLK

300mm in length

68mm 
short-end

68mm 
short-end

125mm depth 125mm depth

125mm depth

60mm in width 60mm in width

60mm in width

400mm in length

500mm in length

68mm 
short-end



TOP TUBE BAG

Whether you’re out for an hour or on a multi-day tour, the Restrap top tube bag is perfectly designed to keep your tools and 

snacks within reach. Made from 1000D cordura, and with a waterproof zip, it will withstand whatever your ride throws at it. 

Adjustable Velcro strapping fits any headset height. Includes internal mesh pockets for organised cycling.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material    Webbing: Nylon

Straps: Velcro   Zipper: YKK

Size H13cm x L22cm x W3cm

Weight 90g

Product 

Codes

Top Tube Bag - RS_TTP_STD_BLK

220mm in length

30mm in width

130mm in height



STEM BAG

The Restrap stem bag gives you even more storage. Ideally designed for food or a water bottle, our stem bag will keep your 

supplies safe and dry. Easy draw string closure means you can access its contents on the go, whilst its adjustable Velcro and 

fork support fits any bike.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material    Webbing: Nylon

Straps: Velcro

Size H22cm x D9cm

Weight 90g

Product 

Codes

Stem Bag - RS_STB_STD_BLK

220mm in diameter

90mm in height



TECH BAG

Need your stuff close to hand? Our waterproof tech bag fits the bill. Sturdily crafted from 1000D Cordura, its interior contains 

a 100% waterproof transparent removable bag, making it an ideal home for your phone or camera. Mount behind or in front of 

your bars with the supporting fork-strap to expand your carrying load. Fits any bike.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Webbing: Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size H20cm x L12cm x W4cm

Weight 110g

Product 

Codes

Tech Bag - RS_TBG_SML_BLK

40mm in depth 100mm in width

120mm in width

200mm in height

180mm in height



RANDO BAG

The Rando rack top bag is the perfect companion for any ride. With easy access top map/phone pocket, quick release rack 

attachment, and a handy shoulder strap, it’s never been easier to carry your kit in an organised space. Patented magnetic 

fastenings and military-grade waterproof fabrics work together to make the Rando super strong and reliable. Perfect for 

touring, commuting or just carrying your shopping.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Webbing: Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size 11L - W30cm x H20cm x D20cm    17L - W30cm x H25cm x D22cm

Weight 11L - 795g    17L - 970g

Product 

Codes

11L - RS_RDO_SML_BLK
17L - RS_RDO_LRG_BLK

Small and Large are 30cm wide

Mounting plate is 27cm wide

Small is 20cm high

Large is 25cm high

Small is 20cm in depth

Large is 22cm in depth

Minimum of 38mm bar width



DRY BAGS

Bespoke Restrap roll-top dry bags in 8L, 14L or 14L with double roll. Subtly branded, the bags are 100% waterproof and fit all 

our saddle bags and bar bags. These are an essential piece of kit for all adventures.

Materials Body: Nylon Teffeta

Size 8L - H46cm x D15cm    14L - H56cm x D18cm    14L Double Roll - H56cm x D18cm

Weight 8L - 110g    14L - 150g    14L Double Roll - 150g

Product 

Codes

8L - RS_DB3_08L_BLK
14L - RS_DB1_14L_BLK
14L Double Roll - RS_DB2_14L_BLK

150mm in 
diameter

45mm in 
length

180mm in 
diameter

55mm in length

550mm in 
width

180mm in 
diameter



COMMUTE BACKPACK

Carry your things comfortably, whatever your load with Restrap’s super functional Commute Backpack. Starting at 10 litres up 

to a 35, pick the size for you and adjust using our roll-top and compression system. Quick access front and side zip pockets 

make easy work of keeping your things safe, whilst the internal laptop sleeve (up to 17 inches) will make sure your most 

expensive item is always secure. Feel secure with the chest strap using a magnetic fitting, waterproof fabrics and antibacterial 

padding will keep you and your bag fresh and dry.

Materials Body:  1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Lining: PU Coated Nylon   Padding:  Anti Bacterial   Webbing:  Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size Rolled Down:  28L - W30cm x D20cm x H47cm   Compressed Using Strap:  10L - 

W30cm x D7cm x H47cm   Unrolled:  35L - W30cm x D20cm x H60cm

Weight 1,200g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_BP1_LRG_BLK
Navy -  RS_BP1_LRG_GRY/NVY

470mm height rolled

600mm height unrolled

300mm width 200mm max depth



SUB BACKPACK

The Sub backpack is perfect for day trips. Made from heavy duty waterproof materials, the bag has a capacity of 19 litres 

divided into two compartments and contains a 13 inch laptop sleeve and internal mesh pocket. It’s a great companion for short 

trips to the office, gym or a day out on the bike. Its external crossover strap section is perfectly designed to carry a helmet, 

spare wheels, or extra luggage and the chest strap with magnetic fitting will ensure your bag remains comfortably in place.

Materials Body:  1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Lining: PU Coated Nylon   Padding:  Anti Bacterial   Webbing: Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size 19L - W26cm x D12cm x H50cm

Weight 680g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_SUB_19L_BLK
Grey - RS_SUB_19L_GRY
Olive - RS_SUB_19L_OLV

500mm height

260mm width 120mm depth



PACK MESSENGER BAG

Introducing the Restrap messenger bag, the perfect day pack with space for a change of clothes, 13-inch laptop and a sandwich 

or two. The magnetic support strap makes sure your load is distributed comfortably across your back and minimises swing. 

Made with cordura, all the fabrics are fully waterproof. Fully adjustable strap.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Webbing: Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size 10.5L - W45cm x D10cm x H28cm

Weight 420g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_MB1_SML_BLK
Digital Camo - RS_MB1_SML_DIG
Purple - RS_MB1_SML_PUR

450mm in width

280mm in height

100mm in depth



MUSETTE BAG

The Restrap musette bags are a stylish addition to our range, both on and off the bike. Made from waterproof 1000D cordura 

and lined with Oxford nylon, our musettes are durable and reliable. Double popper fasteners keep everything secure, whilst 

an adjustable shoulder strap tailors the bag to any user. Custom colours and prints are available for larger orders, for more 

information contact sales@restrap.co.uk 

Materials Body: Polyester Laminate    Lining: Oxford Nylon    Webbing: Nylon

Size H35cm x W40cm

Weight 250g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_MUS_STD_BLK
Grey - RS_MUS_STD_GRY
Camo - RS_MUS_STD_CAM

450mm in width

350mm in height



HIP BAG

The Restrap hip bag is your must-have accessory for life on the trails. Whether running, biking or walking, carry your things 

comfortably and without strain. Made from 100% waterproof fabrics and comprises an easily adjustable waist band with one 

hand magnetic closure. We’ve also included an integrated lock holster for easy carrying.

Materials Body: 1000D Textured Nylon - Waterproof Military Material

Lining: Oxford Nylon   Webbing: Nylon   Zipper: YKK

Size 3.5L - H18cm x L20cm x W10cm

Weight 250g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_HIP_STD_BLK
Olive - RS_HIP_STD_OLV

200mm in width

180mm in height

100mm in depth



SLING CAMERA STRAP

Carry your camera with confidence with the re-engineered Sling. Patented magnetic “snaps” connect your camera in seconds 

with a super-strong attachment up to 50kg. Breathable neoprene padding enables comfortable carrying, whilst nylon webbing 

and slides give super easy adjustment. Made from laser cut HypalonTM, the Sling is weather-resistant, even in the most extreme 

conditions. The Sling also includes our unique magnetic cap system. Attach our magnetic connector to the lens cap using the 

adhesive backing and seamlessly connect to the Sling.

Materials Strap: HypalonTM and Nylon Webbing    Padding: Neoprene

Fittings: Magnetic Snaps

Weight 160g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_SLG_STD_BLK
Grey - RS_SLG_STD_GRY
Orange - RS_SLG_STD_ORG



GRIP SLING CAMERA STRAP

Grip Sling attaches to your hand, keeping your camera close for those unforeseen photo opportunities. With neoprene padding 

and easy adjustment, the Grip Sling is the perfect add-on to your DSLR. Made from super-strong, laser cut Hypalon, we’ve got 

your camera’s security in mind. All our magnets are SD card safe.

Materials Strap: HypalonTM and Nylon Webbing    Padding: Neoprene

Fittings: Magnetic Snaps

Weight 75g

Product 

Codes

Grip Sling - RS_GSL_STD_BLK



CAP CLIP

The revolutionary Cap Clip attaches to your Sling, belt or bag to keep your lens cap firmly in reach at all times. Never loose a 

lens cap again! Attach our magnetic connector using the adhesive backing to the lens cap and your cap will seamlessly connect 

when near the Cap Clip.

Materials Strap: HypalonTM    Fittings: Magnetic Snaps

Weight 30g

Product 

Codes

Cap Clip - RS_CCP_STD_BLK



LINK MAGNETIC BELT

Link is a one-of-a-kind belt, which offers comfort and flexibility for all kinds of users. Link contains a unique, patented magnetic 

buckle. In just one movement, Link can be fastened, removed, loosened and tightened on the go. With a break strength of 

50kg and a ladderlock system for size adjustment, Link guarantees flexibility and comfort whilst being exceptionally secure. 

The super strength 30mm elastic has been specially manufactured in Great Britain. Its unique design moves with the wearer for 

added comfort. No more twisting, turning and digging.

Materials Material: 30mm Elastic Webbing    Buckle: Magnetic Lock

Weight 120g

Sizes XS - 50-70cm  S - 65-85cm  M - 80-100cm

L - 95-115cm  XL - 110-130cm  XXL - 125-145cm

Product 

Codes

Black XS - RS_LNK_XSM_BLK Tan XS - RS_LNK_XSM_TAN

Black S - RS_LNK_SML_BLK Tan S - RS_LNK_SML_TAN

Black M - RS_LNK_MED_BLK Tan M - RS_LNK_MED_TAN

Black L - RS_LNK_LRG_BLK Tan L - RS_LNK_LRG_TAN

Black XL - RS_LNK_XLG_BLK Tan XL - RS_LNK_XLG_TAN

Black XXL - RS_LNK_XXL_BLK Tan XXL - RS_LNK_XXL_TAN



DIAGONAL PEDAL STRAPS

The first ever Restrap product is still going strong. Made from reclaimed seatbelt webbing, the straps benefit from a 3 layer 

Velcro system, holding your foot firmly in place thanks to a unique twist-tension system. Reinforced eyeleted mounting holes 

and nickel-plated fittings provide unbeatable strength.

Materials Strap: Reclaimed Nylon Seatbelt Webbing    Fittings: Nickel Plated

Weight 160g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_DIA_STD_BLK
Red - RS_DIA_STD_RED



HORIZONTAL PEDAL STRAPS

Restrap horizontal pedal straps provide remarkable strength and comfort. Made from tough nylon webbing, the straps are fully 

adjustable to suit all riders. Their unique 3-layer Velcro system holds your foot firmly in place for fast, tough cycling. No fittings 

required. Just fasten and go.

Materials Strap: Nylon Webbing    Fittings: Nickel Plated

Weight 180g

Product 

Codes

Black - RS_HRZ_STD_BLK



LOCK HOLSTER

CAMPING MUG

WALLET

BOTTLE HOLSTER

With the Restrap lock holster you can carry any 

D-lock securely and discreetly. Fully elasticated, the 

holster loops easily on to any belt and goes subtly 

unnoticed when empty. With double-layer elastic, 

your lock will stay firmly in place even during the 

roughest of rides.

Bike packing and camping are tough activities. 

Here at Restrap we provide equally tough products 

that can be carried and used every day without 

failing. Our enamel #carryeverything mugs provide 

a highly durable, easy-clean solution for drinking in 

the wild. A stylish and ideal gift for those who love 

the outdoors.

Smart, understated and practical – our new wallet 

represents Restrap’s three trademark qualities. Its 

unique laser-cut design provides secure storage, 

whilst the elasticated closure expands easily 

for cash or receipts and cards. Made from hard-

wearing Hypalon, the wallet’s casing is waterproof 

and impossible to tear.

Cycling is thirsty work. The Restrap bottle holster 

enables you to carry bottles of any size from your 

belt, with unfailing comfort and security. Made from 

recycled seatbelt, the holster loops on to any belt 

and contains a pull cord for guaranteed stability.

Materials Strap:  Reclaimed Nylon Seatbelt Webbing 

and Double Layer Elastic

Fitting Most D-Locks

Weight 30g  

Product 

Codes

RS_LHR_STD_BLK

Materials Steel with Enamel Coating

Size 10oz / 295ml

Weight 160g  

Product 

Codes

White - RS_CMG_STD_WHT

Materials Hypalon and Elastic

Weight 30g  

Product 

Codes

RS_WAL_STD_BLK

Materials Strap:  Reclaimed Nylon Seatbelt Webbing 

and Double Layer Elastic

Fitting Most D-Locks

Weight 56g  

Product 

Codes

RS_BLH_STD_BLK



T-SHIRTS

Our classic Restrap tee has been a popular product 

since its launch. Bearing the Restrap logo, all our 

T-shirts are printed right here in Yorkshire

and are available in Navy and White. 

#carryeverything t-shirt available in black.

Sizes Small, Medium, Large, X-Large

Product 

Codes

White S - RS_TSL_SML_WHT

White M - RS_TSL_MED_WHT

White L - RS_TSL_LRG_WHT

White XL - RS_TSL_XLG_WHT

Navy S - RS_TSL_SML_NAV

Navy M - RS_TSL_MED_NAV

Navy L - RS_TSL_LRG_NAV

Navy XL - RS_TSL_XLG_NAV

Carry S - RS_TC1_SML_BLK

Carry M - RS_TC1_MED_BLK

Carry L - RS_TC1_LRG_BLK

Carry XL - RS_TC1_XLG_BLK

KEY-CLIP

PATCHES

Carry your keys with confidence using the military 

grade Restrap key clip. Connected to a carbon-

fibre loop and secured with nylon webbing.

Represent Restrap wherever you go with three 

different iron-on patches. The range features our 

popular “home is where the tarp is” design, our 

iconic cross needles, and our classic logo in orange.

Materials Webbing: Nylon    Ring: Carbon- fibre 

spacer    Fitting: Machine Gun Clip

Weight 30g  

Product 

Codes

RS_KCP_STD_BLK

Materials Embroidered Cloth with Iron-on Backing

Weight 20g  

Product 

Codes

RS_PTH_STD_STD



REVERSIBLE BEANIE HATS

Perfect for winter days, our Restrap beanies 

will keep your head warm on and off the bike. 

Reversible design finished with a Restrap label.

HIP FLASK

Keep your spirits up with the Restrap hip flask. 

Designed for the outdoors, its sleek outer is PU 

leather (no cows harmed). Holds 6oz

RESTRAP X OPINEL CAMPING KNIFE

Restrap has teamed up with Opinel to produce a 

bespoke stainless steel knife. These elegant blades 

provide a superb cutting edge and are finished 

with anti-corrosion protection, making them a 

perfect companion for any camping or bike packing 

trip. Their coloured hornbeam handles come with 

a smart, varnished veneer and subtle Restrap 

branding, and lock down securely for safe carrying.

Blade length: 8.5cm

Overal length: 19.5cm

MAG BOTTLE

Get rid of your drinks cage, the Restrap bottle is 

here. Super-strong magnets bond the bottle to 

any standard mounts for easy twist release on the 

move. Simply hover the bottle over the magnets 

for instant re-attachment. That’s it. Bottle and cage 

in one. Fully compatible for use with all our frame 

bags. Capacity: 600ml

ZIPPO X RESTRAP LIGHTER

Light fires, seal ropes, or smoke your cares away 

with the Restrap Zippo. Finished in highly polished 

brass with “Light the Way” design, the Zippo is a 

stylish addition to your outdoor gear. Windproof 

and compact, it’s perfect for use on the road. 

Comes in an environmentally friendly gift box and 

with a lifetime guarantee.

These products are not available for Trade
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